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4 The multifaceted concept of 
the autonomy of international 
organizations and 
international legal discourse*

Jean d’Aspremont

The idea of the autonomy of international organizations classically reflects the 
political independence of the organization when it comes to making its own  
decisions.1 Autonomy as political independence essentially touches upon the 
different relationships – eg of control, subordination, partnership – existing 
between the organization and member states.2 Being autonomous in this case thus 
refers to the degree of impermeability of the organization’s decision-making 
process to states acting, for example, as creator (master), member (subordinate) or 
as a peer on the international stage.

This aspect of autonomy – classically referred to as the separate will or the 
volonté distincte3 – is often envisaged together with the question of legal personality. 
Such an association can be traced back to the classical contention that the ability 
to act and speak autonomously on the international plane is a constitutive element 
of the legal personality of international organizations.4 It can also be explained, 
more pragmatically perhaps, by the simple fact that international organizations 
that can express a separate will from member states usually constitute organiza-
tions endowed with an international legal personality. The interconnections 
between autonomy as political independence and legal personality are very well 
illustrated by the case law of the International Court of Justice (ICJ), for it is prob-
ably that aspect of autonomy that the Court had in mind when it referred to the 
‘large measure of personality’ of the United Nations (UN).5 While this is not the 
place to discuss the relationship between legal personality and this aspect of 
autonomy,6 the kinship between the two – and the debates that it has fuelled – 
suffice to demonstrate the central place that this aspect of autonomy has occupied 
in international law literature. Being so central, this aspect of autonomy has caused 
difficulties squaring the multidimensional character of international organizations 
with largely ‘one-dimensional’ areas of international law – eg the law of treaties or 
legal responsibility.7

However, an account of autonomy restricted to the political independence of 
the organization would certainly be too narrow. Indeed, autonomy can also refer 
to the degree of institutional independence possessed by the organization; that is, 
the impermeability of the organization to external institutional interferences.8 
This aspect of autonomy begs the question of the extent to which international 
organizations constitute a legal order distinct from the general international legal 
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64  International Organizations and the Idea of Autonomy

order. Autonomy as institutional independence also pertains to the ability of the 
organization to behave as an independent member of the international commu-
nity to which it belongs. Institutional independence is thus what bolsters the ability 
of the organization concerned to fulfil its functions autonomously without being 
subject to broader constraints imposed by the international community.

Like the idea of autonomy as political independence (separate will), the idea of 
autonomy as institutional independence has also enjoyed a central position in 
international institutional law, for it has been elevated into a fundamental linchpin 
of any institutional regime. Institutional independence is a necessary condition  
of the identity of – especially regional – international organizations whose raison 
d’être lies in the creation of a separate regime from general international law. 
Establishing a separate regime dedicated to the fulfilment of certain goals which 
serve the particular interests (and ideals) of certain members naturally requires a 
significant degree of institutional independence from the international legal order 
as a whole. However, the extent to which an international organization is institu-
tionally autonomous has remained the object of much controversy. Indeed, while 
some have argued that the legal order of an international organization is neces-
sarily embedded in the general international legal order – a position seemingly 
followed by the ICJ9 – others have defended the full impermeability of the legal 
order of international organizations to general international law.10 In spite of the 
absence of scholarly consensus on the degree of that autonomy, it is nonetheless 
uncontested that some degree of institutional independence constitutes a central 
tenet of any international institutional regime.11

It must be conceded that autonomy as political independence (separate will) 
and autonomy as institutional independence do not constitute two completely 
watertight dimensions of autonomy, for they are inevitably intertwined. Indeed, 
any encroachment in the institutional independence of the organization will often 
result in a diminished separate will, the organization being bound by norms to 
which it has not formally consented. This is so because institutional independence 
is undoubtedly instrumental in the exercise of a separate will by an organization. 
To that extent, the distinction between the political independence (separate will) 
and the institutional independence of an organization is somewhat artificial. The 
permeability of these two dimensions of autonomy to one another is however ines-
capable, as it is inherent in the nature of international organizations which are – as 
insightfully described by Brölmann – continuously oscillating between an open 
and closed set up,12 an oscillation which is illustrated fundamentally by the various 
capacities in which states may be acting within the framework of the organization, 
alluded to above. Hence, any taxonomy of the various dimensions of autonomy 
will necessarily fail if it seeks to isolate them completely. Despite such a reciprocal 
permeability, it is however argued here that international legal scholars  
cannot overlook this taxonomy based on the distinction between autonomy as 
separate will and autonomy as institutional independence. It will be shown here 
that the permeability between the two does not call for a uniform concept of 
autonomy. On the contrary, what is needed is not only a clear distinction between 
these two fundamental dimensions of the concept of autonomy of international 
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organizations but also an understanding that each of these dimensions is multi-
faceted and cannot be explained in one-dimensional (or ‘zero-sum’) terms.13

The need to disentangle the various aspects of each of these two dimensions of 
the autonomy of international organizations can be explained by the tendency – 
that accompanies their centrality in the literature – to portray autonomy in such 
one-dimensional terms. Indeed, as will be explained in the final section, the 
autonomy of international organizations, whether envisaged from the vantage 
point of political or institutional independence, has to be explained in such one-
dimensional terms in order to meet the underlying agenda sought – that is, the 
preference for the international over the sovereign will, or ensuring the further-
ance or effectiveness of the particular political project of the organization itself.

However, this chapter submits that the centrality of the idea of the autonomy of 
international organizations, either as political independence or as institutional 
independence, should not lead to a monolithic and one-dimensional conception of 
autonomy. The chapter starts by showing some of the multiple facets of each of 
these two dimensions of autonomy before turning to the various purposes which 
the idea of autonomy has served in the discourse of international legal scholars 
and which explain why international legal scholars are so amenable to a one-
dimensional conception of autonomy, whether as political or institutional inde-
pendence.

The multifaceted character of autonomy

This section broaches four hypotheses where autonomy has been given a different 
meaning and has been directed at different ends. This section does so in espousing 
the above-mentioned distinction between autonomy as political independence 
and autonomy as institutional independence. The following paragraphs present 
two diverging conceptions of autonomy as political independence and two 
diverging understandings of autonomy as institutional independence.

These four ensuing examples require a caveat, however. The following mani-
festations of autonomy, both as political independence and as institutional inde-
pendence, are not always the most ostensible nor the most obvious manifestations 
of autonomy, such as those being addressed in other chapters of this volume.14 
Some of the examples examined here have been the object of limited attention in 
the literature, despite the fact that they pertain to fundamental mechanisms of 
international institutional law, such as, for instance, the termination of interna-
tional organizations. These examples, however, help to illustrate the multifaceted 
character of the autonomy of international organizations.

Autonomy as political independence

The political independence (separate will) of the organization, that is the ability of 
the organization independently to take decisions of its own, is itself a multifaceted 
and heterogeneous concept which manifests itself both in treaty law and the  
law of state responsibility. Indeed, as alluded to above, autonomy as political  
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66  International Organizations and the Idea of Autonomy

independence inextricably raises the question of the interaction between the 
organization and states acting in various capacities: as creator of the organization 
or as member states per se. Autonomy as political independence can be envisaged 
from each of these perspectives. The following paragraphs provide one example 
for each of these manifestations of the political independence with a view to 
demonstrating the concept’s inherent heterogeneity. It accordingly examines the 
autonomy of international organizations from states in their capacity as creators, 
and from states in their capacity as members.

Autonomy from its creators: The life and death of the organization

The ability of a legal subject to terminate itself is probably the quintessence of 
political independence. In that sense, such a right to die embodies the most abso-
lute form of separate will. Applied to personified international organizations, this 
contention proves very illustrative of the multifaceted character of autonomy as 
separate will. Indeed, one of the most crucial differences between states and inter-
national organizations lies in the fact that a state can decide to bring an end to its 
existence, whilst an international organization cannot autonomously terminate 
itself. Indeed, states are created by facts and not by law,15 whereas international 
organizations are created by international legal instruments.16 International 
organizations, not being themselves party to their constitutive treaty,17 cannot in 
any way terminate it. The idea that the organization, as an autonomous legal 
subject with a will of its own, has the inherent power to terminate its own existence 
is not commonly accepted.18

It must, however, be acknowledged that there are a few constitutive treaties of 
international organizations that provide for the liquidation of the international 
organization concerned by one of its organs as is illustrated by the World Bank,19 
the IMF20 or the Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO).21 
But these are very exceptional provisions, for the constitutive treaty is usually 
silent on this point. In the absence of any special provision, it must be considered 
that only member states can terminate the treaty.

If international organizations were truly (or absolutely) autonomous entities, 
they would be able to dissolve themselves. The point is not that they should be 
able to terminate their constitutive treaty: they obviously cannot terminate a treaty 
to which they are not a party. However, once the organization has vanished, it 
could be possible that the disappearance of the organization amounts to the 
permanent disappearance or destruction of an object indispensable for the execu-
tion of the treaty and constitute a ground for terminating the treaty in the sense of 
Article 61 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.22 Recognizing the 
implied entitlement for any organization to dissolve itself and hence terminate the 
object of its constitutive treaty – which would lead to its termination – without any 
express provision in the constitutive treaty would make it a truly autonomous 
subject, at least from the perspective of it demonstrating a separate will from its 
member states. Although it has not yet wholly materialized itself in positive inter-
national law, the independence of the organization from its creators, even at the 
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stage of its termination, would be a necessary dimension of the full political  
independence of international organizations.

Autonomy from member states: The problem of joint or concurrent responsibility

Autonomy as political independence not only triggers questions of treaty law. It 
also touches upon problems of international responsibility. It is true that questions 
of the responsibility of international organizations are not commonly discussed 
from the vantage point of autonomy in the literature.23 However, the political 
independence of the organization towards its member states has been deemed a 
central tenet of the regime of responsibility of international organizations and, as 
such, is presented in largely one-dimensional and unquestioning terms.24 It is 
argued here that, in the context of international responsibility, the idea of 
autonomy can act to hide the material control that members may continue to 
exert over the organization.

It is not disputed that international responsibility is the necessary consequence 
of international legal personality. As soon as an entity can be the bearer of (rights 
and) duties, it can be held responsible if found in breach of these obligations. It  
is no different with respect to international organizations, which can incur inter-
national responsibility if they are found to be in breach of their international  
obligations. In this case, there is indeed a wide consensus in mainstream legal 
scholarship on the idea that member states do not incur responsibility for the 
wrongful act of the organization even though it would breach their international 
obligations if it were formally attributed to them.25 It is only if the organization is 
a mere ‘association of states’ devoid of international legal personality that member 
states can be held responsible whatever the extent of their control over the  
decision-making process of the organization.26

Both the International Law Commission (ILC)27 and the Institut de droit interna-
tional28 have espoused this idea. The International Law Association (ILA), in its 
own consideration of the topic of the accountability of international organizations, 
did not seek to challenge the answer provided by the Institut de droit international on 
this particular point.29 There are, however, a few hypotheses – which are far from 
being uncontroversial – where it is recognized that member states can be held 
responsible for an act formally committed by an international organization. These 
situations classically relate to organs placed at the disposal of international organ-
izations:30 the acceptance of the international responsibility by the member states 
or the conduct of the member states causing third parties to rely, in their dealings 
with the organization, upon the subsidiary responsibility of the member states;31 
the responsibility of member states arising out of the establishment of an interna-
tional organization;32 or the coercion over the commission of a wrongful act by an 
international organization.33

However, none of these exceptions includes the situation where the organiza-
tion is stripped of its autonomy as political independence. This means that 
constraints on the autonomy of international organizations are currently without 
consequence in terms of international responsibility. It is true that, as a matter of 
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principle, states necessarily exercise some form of control over the decision-making 
process of an international organization.34 With the exception of some highly inte-
grated international organizations, all decisions adopted by an international 
organization require the backing of all member states or at least a majority of 
them.35 The control exercised by member states may nonetheless become prob-
lematic if it undermines the autonomy of the organization. When member states 
effectively and overwhelmingly control the decision-making process of an interna-
tional organization, it can be argued that, if autonomy were taken seriously, the 
legal personality of that organization could no longer constitute a shield behind 
which member states can evade the responsibility that they would have incurred if 
they had themselves committed the contested action.36

This proposition does not come out of the blue. When it pondered the question, 
the Institut de droit international acknowledged the possibility of an abuse of the legal 
personality of international organizations in the course of their actions. This led 
the Institut to assert that ‘a member State may incur liability to a third party [. . .] if 
the international organization has acted as the agent of the State, in law or in 
fact’.37 Both the resolution of the Institut and the travaux préparatoires,38 however, fell 
short of providing any indications as to the kind of ‘abuse’ that the Institut had in 
mind. The ILC tepidly followed in the footsteps of the Institut as regards the possi-
bility of an abuse of the legal personality of the organization.39 The way in which 
the ILC has construed the abuse of the legal personality of the organization may 
nonetheless prove baffling. The ILC has understood the abuse of legal personality 
in a very peculiar sense and has conflated it with the circumvention of interna-
tional obligations by member states in the establishment of an international organ-
ization.40 This narrow interpretation of the abuse of international legal personality 
is limited to the creation of international organizations. It does not address the 
abuse of legal personality at the decision-making level, which arguably frustrates 
the autonomy of the organization.

The foregoing does not mean that the ILC and its special rapporteur on the respon-
sibility of international organizations have totally ignored the difficulties caused by 
a degree of control exercised by member states that would severely impede the 
autonomy of the organization. They came to terms with the fact that the control 
exercised by some member states may fault the application of a theory of exclusive 
responsibility to international organizations. However, as understood by the ILC, 
the type of control that may give rise to the responsibility of member states is 
restricted. Indeed, according to the ILC, the responsibility of a member state can 
be derived also from the exercise of direction and control over the commission of 
an international wrongful act by an international organization. In this situation, it 
is admitted that the wrongful act itself is attributable to the state and not to the 
organization.41 The scope of this principle – as it currently stands in the lex ferenda 
– reflects the similar provisions of the rules on state responsibility.42 Accordingly, 
this principle only relates to ‘domination over the wrongful conduct’43 and is alien 
to any exercise of oversight or influence. It does ‘not simply consist in participating 
in the decision-making process of the organization’.44 Moreover, as currently 
devised, this rule seems to apply to both member states and non-member states.45 
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This excludes situations where member states exercise control over the decision-
making process, leading them to bridle the autonomy of the organization.

The absence of any exception to the principle of the exclusive responsibility of 
the international organization in the case of an overwhelming control exercised by 
one or several member states constitutes further evidence of the inconsequential 
nature of the concept of autonomy as political independence in positive interna-
tional law and in international legal scholarship. Indeed, it is widely agreed that 
the legal personality of an organization arises out of an (express or implied) will of 
the member states and the factual autonomy and effective independence granted 
to the organization.46 In other words, the organization must be, in fact, endowed 
with the functional, material and organic means necessary to express a will distinct 
from that of its member states.47 Short of any hints of factual autonomy, the organ-
ization would fail to meet the criteria for international legal personality. While the 
application of these criteria to a new international organization does not commonly 
cause many problems,48 it is argued here that the extent to which subsequent 
failure to meet these criteria bears upon the personality of the organization is less 
simple. Indeed, it may turn out that, occasionally, the organization is stripped of 
its autonomy, which is one of the constitutive elements of its international legal 
personality. Such a forfeiture of the autonomy of the organization cannot go 
without consequences. That is not to say that, in this situation, the organization 
loses its international personality.49 Even when governance structures break down 
in previously ‘effective’ states, they are not deprived of their legal personality, 
despite the fact that the existence of an effective government is generally perceived 
as a constitutive element of statehood.50 The same applies to an international 
organization. They remain international legal persons despite any important dent 
in their autonomy. If autonomy is significantly restricted, however, it must be 
considered that the personality of the organization no longer suffices to shield 
member states from the consequences of the wrongful act of the organization  
that would also constitute a breach of states’ obligations if committed by them. 
This means that when the organization proves to be under the overwhelming 
control of member states, the corporate veil erected by the organization’s legal 
personality would be pierced and member states wielding such control would be 
held jointly or concurrently responsible for any wrongful act of the organization 
that would have constituted a violation of their own obligations if committed  
by them.

It is interesting to note that the advocates of the exclusive responsibility of inter-
national organizations have themselves resorted to the argument of autonomy to 
oppose any new exception whereby member states could be held jointly or concur-
rently responsible. Indeed, they classically contend that any extension of the 
hypotheses of joint or concurrent responsibility of international organizations 
would encourage interventions of states into the decision-making process, thereby 
curbing the autonomy of the organization.51 The Institut de droit international – later 
followed by the ILC52 – drew on these arguments to conclude that ‘there is 
no general rule of international law whereby states members are, due solely to 
their membership, liable, concurrently or subsidiarily, for the obligations of an 
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international organization of which they are members’53 and that ‘[i]mportant 
considerations of policy, including support for the credibility and independent 
functioning of international organizations and for the establishment of new inter-
national organizations, militate against the development of a general and compre-
hensive rule of liability of member states to third parties for the obligations of 
international organizations’.54

The author of the present chapter has argued that the presupposition that 
concurrent or joint responsibility of member states faults the autonomy of  
the organization is ill-founded.55 It can be argued that the ‘shield’ offered by the 
exclusive responsibility might also encourage member states to intervene in the 
decision-making process of the organization to make it pass a decision that serves 
their interests and without running the risk of being held internationally respon-
sible for any ensuing wrongful act. The joint or concurrent responsibility of 
member states for overwhelming control over the decision-making process makes 
it possible for those member states (arguably) abusing the legal personality of the 
international organization at the decision-making level to be held responsible for 
the international wrongful consequences of these undue interferences, which may 
deter such interferences. An overwhelming control by one or a few member states 
deprives the organization of a very important, although separate, aspect of its 
autonomy. That aspect of the autonomy is another fundamental aspect of the 
political independence of international organizations which should not remain 
without consequences in terms of responsibility.

Autonomy as institutional independence

Just as the idea of the political independence of the organization presents a multi-
faceted, complex picture, in this section there is revealed a similarly complex, 
multifaceted picture of the idea of autonomy as institutional independence As was 
explained above, this dimension of autonomy relates to the extent to which inter-
national organizations constitute a legal order distinct from the general inter-
national legal order. Constituting an autonomous legal order, international 
organizations are protected from institutional interferences originating in the 
international legal order and can accordingly defend their own political project. 
Autonomy as institutional independence is also what gives the organization  
the possibility to behave as an independent member of that international commu-
nity. In that sense, autonomy as institutional independence constitutes the bedrock 
of both the identity of the organization and its membership within the broader 
international community. The following paragraphs expound on two instances 
where the ability of the organization to decide independently on its role in the 
international community as well as its own political project has manifested  
itself very differently. Mention is made of the ability of international organizations 
in general independently to defend the general interest of that community, 
compared to the (im)permeability of the legal order of one particularly developed 
institutional order, the European Union, to the apparently universal rules of  
the UN.
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Autonomy from the international community: The defence of the general interest

The ability of international organizations to defend the general interest of the 
international community when they deem it threatened provides an example of 
how institutional independence is limited by the openness of the organization to 
the rules of the broader international legal order. In this case, the independence 
enjoyed by the organization when it takes measures in the interest of the interna-
tional community touches upon the relation of the organization with states acting 
in their capacity as fellow members of the international community whose inter-
ests are at stake. The debates about that type of autonomy show that this ability of 
the organization to act freely as an independent actor within the international 
community and to defend the general interest of that community is often impeded 
by some more general institutional and scholarly choices. Yet they simultaneously 
show that this is a type of autonomy that cannot be ignored.

It is not contested that international organizations can take countermeasures56 
– whether or not this possibility rests on a capacity inherent within legal person-
ality. It is also agreed that countermeasures by international organizations are 
subject to a legal regime somewhat similar to that of state countermeasures  
(especially regarding the obligations not affected by countermeasures: proportion-
ality, prior notification, suspension of countermeasures pendente lite etc). As far as 
the standing to take countermeasure is concerned, the solution that seems to 
prevail is also patterned after the regime of state countermeasures. Indeed, like 
states,57 an international organization is entitled to take countermeasures when it 
is injured by the initial wrongful act. It can be considered injured when the obliga-
tion breached is owed to it individually, or the obligation breached is an erga omnes 
(partes) obligation and the breach specifically affects the organization.58

There is, however, a significant difference between the legal regime of state 
countermeasures and that of countermeasures by international organizations 
when it comes to violations of obligations erga omnes and obligations erga omnes partes 
which do not specifically affect the organization (such as a violation of human 
rights obligations). Even though the rules on state countermeasures on that point 
are themselves far from being unambiguous,59 it is well accepted that the contro-
versial ‘saving clause’ in Article 54 of the ILC Articles on State Responsibility has 
been somehow supplemented by the Resolution on ‘Obligations and rights erga 
omnes in international law’ adopted by the Institut de droit international at its 2005 
session.60 According to the Institut, nothing precludes the adoption of counter-
measures by non-injured states in the case of a ‘widely acknowledged grave breach’ 
of an erga omnes (partes) obligation. It is important to stress that this possibility is 
clearly more restricted with respect to international organizations. Indeed, even if 
the measure itself falls within the powers of the organization concerned, several 
states,61 some international organizations62 and, ultimately, the ILC63 have advo-
cated the idea that a non-injured international organization is entitled to invoke 
responsibility in relation to a breach of an erga omnes obligation upon the condition 
that safeguarding the interest of the international community underlying the obli-
gation breached is included among the functions of that organization.
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Strictly speaking, the idea that an international organization can only take coun-
termeasures in the general interest if the obligation breached is directed at a goal 
that is included among the functions of that organization probably rests on some 
confusion between the standing of an organization to resort to countermeasures – 
which is a question of general international law – with the competence of the 
organization to take a particular countermeasure – which is a question pertaining 
to the rules of that organization.64 One cannot make the standing of the organiza-
tion in the international legal order conditional upon the rules of the organization; 
that is, a treaty only applicable to a limited number of states. This position also 
seems to be at odds with the practice of states and organizations.65 There may 
nonetheless be some weighty political and practical motives to strip a personified 
subject of the international community of its ability to take counter-measures in the 
defence of the general interest of the community to which it belongs. One of them 
is probably that we are not ready to bestow the role of ‘guardian of the general 
interest’ upon all institutional subjects, and appear to have exclusively reserved the 
defence of the general interest to states acting alone – or acting collectively in the 
framework of the UN. In the end, it is all about how the enforcement of rules, and 
especially, rules of general interest, is organized in the international legal system. It 
simply is regrettable that the ILC and the other actors which have advocated a 
restricted entitlement of international organizations to take countermeasures in  
the general interest have failed to unveil these underlying political and practical 
motivations, for that would have helped clarify this debate and its conceptual  
ramifications.

If one leaves these conceptual oddities aside, it suffices for the sake of the  
present study to emphasize that the restricted entitlement of international organ-
izations to take countermeasures in the general interest provides further support to 
the observation that organizations cannot be fully autonomous subjects of  
the international legal system. According to the above-mentioned legal regime 
regarding the implementation of responsibility, international organizations, 
contrary to states, are barred from taking countermeasures in the general interest,66 
for instance in cases of grave violations of human rights, if the obligation that is 
violated does not correspond with the competences which have been awarded to 
them. If the autonomy of international organizations was taken seriously, there is 
no reason why they could not, as autonomous legal subjects (ie part of the omnes), 
be entitled to gauge autonomously how the general interest should be defended 
and decide to react accordingly, irrespective of the competences that have been 
bestowed upon them by member states.67 In other words, the mainstream position 
that only states can act as guardians of the general interest – whether acting indi-
vidually or in the framework of the UN – negates the idea that international 
organizations can independently take the initiative to protect the rules of general 
interest which are not strictly related to the powers that were attributed to them, 
especially if states acting alone or in the framework of the UN are unable to  
agree on any protective measures. Such an institutional constraint undoubtedly 
curtails the organization’s ability to act independently as a member of the interna-
tional community to defend the very interests of that community – arguably a 
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fundamental dimension of the autonomy of international organizations which can 
hardly be ignored.

Autonomy from the United Nations: Institutional independence within the (universal) 
collective security system

Recent developments in the fight against international terrorism have shown how 
another dimension of autonomy as institutional independence can be subject to 
severe restrictions. These developments cast doubt upon claims within recent 
‘constitutionalist’ legal scholarship, where the support for the idea that regional 
institutional regimes are embedded into the UN collective security system –  
even though the international organization concerned is not party to the UN 
Charter – has been thriving.68 The developments in question focus upon the 
recent controversy pertaining to the legality of the measures taken by the Euro-
pean Community to implement sanctions of the UN Security Council and the 
decision of the Court of First Instance of the European Communities (CFI) in the 
cases of Yusuf and Kadi.69 Many scholars enthused over the ruling of the CFI, 
according to which the EC is bound by UN obligations which are deemed part of 
Community law, despite the fact that it is not a party to the UN Charter. These 
positions have been described by the author of the present chapter as reflecting an 
international constitutionalist leaning.70 They can be criticized as ignoring the 
fundamental autonomy of the Community legal order and resting on a misunder-
standing of the relationship between Community law and the UN collective  
security system.

Although the aforementioned ruling of the CFI has recently been set aside by 
the European Court of Justice (ECJ), this kind of discourse will undoubtedly 
outlive the judgment of the CFI. This is precisely the reason why it is worth 
recalling the motives used by the CFI in its judgments to subjugate the Commu-
nity legal order to the UN Collective system. In Yusuf, the action for annulment 
brought before the CFI concerned an EC regulation by which the applicant had 
been included in a list of persons whose financial resources were to be frozen as 
persons suspected of supporting terrorism. The regulation had been adopted in 
order to implement Security Council resolutions adopted under Chapter VII  
of the UN Charter. The applicant contended, inter alia, that the regulation 
infringed certain of his fundamental rights protected by the general principles of 
Community law. The CFI eventually dismissed the action. Basically, its reasoning 
is premised upon the alleged existence of structural limits on the judicial review 
powers that the Court is entitled to wield with respect to the contested regulation, 
owing to the UN origin of this regulation.71 More precisely, the Court started 
by pointing out that while the EC as such – unlike its member states – is not  
bound by the UN Charter and is therefore not required to carry out Security 
Council resolutions as a matter of general public international law, it nevertheless 
‘must be considered to be bound by the obligations under the Charter of the 
United Nations in the same way as its Member States, by virtue of the Treaty 
establishing it’.72
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In itself, this finding is already remarkable: significantly, the Court inferred the 
obligation of the EC to implement the Security Council resolutions from the  
European legal order, thereby assuming that the Community spontaneously subor-
dinates itself to a legal order which is deemed superior and must not go unheeded.73 
For an international legal person which is not itself bound by the UN Charter, this 
position mirrors the existence of some kind of international unilateral commit-
ment74 to respect the law generated by a treaty to which it is only a third party.75 
But the CFI went on to hold that any review of the lawfulness of the contested 
regulation would amount to considering ‘indirectly’ the legality of the Security 
Council resolutions since the European institutions ‘acted under circumscribed 
powers’ when implementing those resolutions.76 Drawing upon the assumption 
that it is itself bound by the aforementioned obligation to carry out Security Council 
resolutions, or at least the obligation not to impede the performance of the obliga-
tions imposed on member states under the UN Charter,77 the Court concluded that 
it had no authority to review the lawfulness of the Security Council resolutions in 
the light of fundamental rights as enshrined in Community law.78 It is thus here that 
the CFI touched upon the ‘structural limits’ referred to above: in the opinion of the 
Court, the UN resolutions fall outside the scope of the judicial review that it has to 
carry out. The CFI, not being itself an organ of a party to the UN system, was 
under no obligation to respect the internal distribution of powers within the UN 
system and, in particular, the prevailing powers of the Security Council under 
Chapter VII of the Charter.79 However, the CFI chose to yield to the powers of the 
Security Council and, more generally, to the UN institutional structure. This 
respect for the UN collective security system comes arguably from the assumption 
of the CFI that the EU – like UN member states – acts as an agent of the Security 
Council, which seems to have been perceived as a sort of world executive.

The CFI’s tendency to entrench the Community legal order in the UN collec-
tive security system was further buttressed by its findings pertaining to the status of 
jus cogens, that is, peremptory norms of general international law. The CFI held 
that it is ‘empowered to check, indirectly, the lawfulness of the resolutions of the 
Security Council [. . .] with regard to jus cogens’.80 Technically speaking, it might be 
asked why such an exception to the non-existence of judicial review is inserted:81: 
as has been pointed out by the ICJ,82 the peremptory nature of norms does not in 
itself confer on tribunals powers with which they otherwise are not entrusted.83 
What is important to notice here is nevertheless that, according to the CFI, the 
UN Security Council is subjected to jus cogens.84 This argumentation once again 
demonstrates the strains of a (constitutionally) systemic and hierarchical concep-
tion of the international legal order. In so doing, the CFI institutes itself as a court 
of international law,85 in sharp contrast to that body of opinion – which I have 
termed elsewhere ‘European constitutionalist’86 in approach – which stresses the 
sui generis or autonomous nature of the European legal order. Instead, the CFI and 
ECJ become constitutional courts of a global, hierarchical and vertical legal system 
encapsulating three tiers: respectively, jus cogens norms, Security Council resolu-
tions adopted under Chapter VII of the UN Charter and implementing acts by 
states or regional organizations such as the EU.
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Such a subordination of the Community legal order to the UN collective secu-
rity system amounts to a complete denial of the divide between legal orders. The 
introduction of international law in a domestic or regional legal order is not a 
question of international law but is determined by the legal order concerned. In 
that sense, each legal order decides for itself whether or not it introduces rules 
made in another legal order and, if so, how such an introduction must be carried 
out.87 The relation between European law and international law is governed by 
European law to the same extent as the relationship between international law 
and municipal law is governed by municipal law, even if the EU is created by an 
instrument of international law.88 The fact that the EU is an organization created 
by virtue of an instrument of international law does not make international rules 
binding upon the EU automatically incorporated in the European legal order. If 
international rules binding upon an international organization are not automati-
cally part of the legal order of that organization, it will be no surprise that the rules 
which are not binding upon the organization also fail to be part of the legal order 
of the organization. This applies to UN law – and in particular Security Council 
resolutions – to which the EU (and the Community) is not a party. It follows that 
the rules of the UN system cannot automatically form part of the legal order of 
another international organization.

It is important to note that the mechanism of Article 103 of the UN Charter 
designed to solve conflicts of norms arising between UN obligations and other 
international obligations does not impinge on that conclusion as it simply addresses 
such a conflict from the vantage point of the UN Charter. This mechanism does 
not resolve conflicts of norms that may arise within the legal order of member 
states89 or within the legal order of international organizations. But even if one 
considers that the Union has voluntarily subjected itself to UN law, and leaves the 
strong flaws of the succession-theory aside, the ensuing international constitution-
alist approach adopted by the Court remains gravely problematic. Indeed, the fact 
that the EU is bound by UN law does not make UN law an integral part of the 
European legal order, and there is therefore absolutely no reason why the CFI 
needed to take into account the limits that apply to the action of the Security 
Council, as it did in applying peremptory norms of international law. This means 
that there is no justification for the CFI elevating itself into a guardian of legality 
of UN Security Council resolutions within the European legal order. On this very 
point, I contend that the positions adopted by the ECJ and Advocate General 
Poiares Maduro are much more consistent with the fundamental estrangement of 
the European and international legal orders. It is true that international organiza-
tions can no longer be exclusively viewed from a contractual perspective90 and 
seen in total isolation from general international law.91 However, that does not 
bear upon the fact that the only norms of reference upon which the judicial review 
of community acts carried out by European courts should be based are those 
provided by European law itself, that is, the general principles of Community law 
which embody fundamental rights.92

This above-mentioned subordination of the EC to the UN collective security 
system also leads to a complete denial of the substantive93 and systemic94 autonomy 
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of the European Community. This was rightly recalled by Advocate General 
Maduro,95 as well as the ECJ.96 Being an organ of the European legal order and 
being only entrusted with the powers bestowed upon it by this legal order, the CFI 
could only review the legality of the impugned regulation in the light of the general 
principles of Community law and not on the basis of international legal principles 
of another legal order. If the EU were to be deemed endowed with a fully-fledged 
autonomy (as institutional independence), it should be considered immune from 
any foreign law until it has itself pledged to abide by it and introduced the rules 
concerned in its own legal order. The above-mentioned reasoning of the CFI, as 
well as the fact that it has been much celebrated and welcomed by so many 
scholars, shows that the ability of the organization independently to carry out its 
political project is sometimes demoted, for many legal scholars as well as judges 
thus seem to accept this aspect of autonomy must yield to the collective security 
system.97 This is not the place to grapple with that question. The foregoing suffices 
to show that when we speak about the relationship between international organ-
izations and the collective security system another aspect of institutional autonomy 
is at stake, the fundamental importance of which can hardly be overlooked.

The discourse about autonomy: A few remarks

The diverse examples provided in the previous section demonstrate that each  
of the two ideas of the concept of autonomy of international organizations – that 
is, political independence and institutional independence – is very multifaceted. 
Yet, because autonomy, either as political or institutional independence, is deemed 
a cornerstone of any international institutional regime, international legal scholars 
are very easily swayed by a one-dimensional conception of autonomy. It is accord-
ingly interesting briefly to examine how a monolithic idea of autonomy proves so 
appealing.

First, it must be noted that it is often possible to ignore the heterogeneity 
inherent in the notion of autonomy because experts have often failed to explore all 
the various ways in which the concept is employed and understood. In the same 
vein, magnifying a homogenous concept of autonomy has been made possible as 
a result of an over-generalization. Indeed, too often, autonomy, in its various 
dimensions, has been conceptualized in terms of either a zero-sum relationship 
between members and organization, or between the institutional order and the 
broader rules of the international legal order. This is not to say that international 
legal scholars deny that there are degrees in the political and institutional inde-
pendence of international organizations. That autonomy can be a matter of 
degree has been insightfully captured by Brölmann through the concept of the 
‘institutional veil’.98 However, international legal scholars have been unable 
systematically to conceptualize these various degrees and their consequences. As a 
result, autonomy has largely remained a static concept. This, however, is hardly 
surprising. No one will doubt that factually appraising the degree of autonomy of 
an international organization is extremely complex. The extent of the autonomy 
of an international organization hinges on a range of different criteria which 
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continuously vary. More fundamentally, assessing the autonomy of an interna-
tional organization proves complicated because of the uncertainty related to the 
dual and ambiguous role played by states within the framework of the organiza-
tion. While being the original creators of the organization, they are also member 
states and agents of the organization.99 It follows that it is always hard to evaluate 
the extent to which states that intervene in the decision-making processes of 
organizations do so in their capacity as state (furthering their own agenda) or in 
their capacity as member state (and in that sense furthering the organization’s 
agenda). The uncertainties make it much more complicated to determine the 
degree of autonomy enjoyed by an international organization, perhaps explaining 
therefore the tendency to construe autonomy as a uniform concept.

It is not only the factual difficulty of appraising autonomy in each of its two 
above-mentioned dimensions that has impeded the elaboration of a more dynamic 
concept of autonomy. It is also the difficulty of capturing these facts through a 
formal scale. It is close to impossible to devise formal yardsticks allowing one to 
translate in formal language the various degrees of the factual autonomy of an 
international organization, which would seem to require more dynamic concep-
tual tools. In the absence of such conceptual tools, autonomy has been able to 
develop as a static concept which could easily be placed at the centre of interna-
tional institutional law.

While the static character of autonomy provides the necessary condition to 
portray autonomy as a one-dimensional paradigm, this does not explain why legal 
scholars have remained so amenable to such a homogenous image of autonomy. 
To fathom the reasons why a homogenous conception of autonomy has been so 
appealing, the distinction between autonomy as political independence and 
autonomy as institutional independence must again be made, for each of them has 
rest upon a different agenda.

As far as autonomy as political independence is concerned, one explanation for 
the appeal of a one-dimensional conception probably rests in the political advan-
tage brought about by that idea of autonomy. Indeed, it cannot be excluded that 
autonomy has been partly devised by international legal scholars as a political 
banner under which one could demonstrate support for the role of international 
institutions – seen as a necessarily positive development – as opposed to the sover-
eign prerogatives of states, seen as harmful to the general interest. In that sense, 
autonomy as political independence has proved a useful catchword to legitimize 
the attempts of the organization to preserve its powers while fending off any attempt 
by states to encroach upon its exercise of those powers for the promotion of their 
particular interests.100 Because they are autonomous, international organizations 
are seen as helping to rein in the allegedly self-interested conduct of states in the 
international arena. It seems hardly disputable that this objective partly rests on a 
chimera, for there is no reason why the preservation of the powers of international 
organizations should necessarily be seen as a good thing. Yet the preservation of the 
political independence of organizations seems to serve a lofty purpose, one which 
has been widely shared by scholars and experts. The fulfilment of such an ambition 
has required that the multifaceted character of autonomy be toned down and that 
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autonomy be construed as a one-dimensional concept. Indeed, only a unified – and 
simplified – conception of political autonomy can efficiently protect the organiza-
tion against the self-interested interferences of states.

The centrality of the idea of autonomy as institutional independence, although 
enjoying a wide support in legal scholarship, is probably subject to greater contes-
tations than the idea of autonomy as institutional independence. As a result, 
scholars have been less prone to regard institutional independence as a wholly 
one-dimensional concept. Hence, autonomy as institutional independence is more 
generally recognized as multifaceted. The heterogeneity of that dimension of 
autonomy is particularly accepted by those scholars who have always rejected a 
principled impermeability of international organizations to the rules of the inter-
national legal system. However, international organizations – at least those 
endowed with international legal personality – are simultaneously still perceived 
by international legal scholars, even by those who reject their impermeability to 
the rules of the international legal system, as being autonomous legal subjects 
which should independently decide on their political project without interferences 
originating in the broader international legal system. The defence of that dimen-
sion of autonomy has always been closely associated with the defence of the polit-
ical project of the organization concerned. It is because the values or the principles 
of the organization concerned have been seen at risk that some international 
organizations have grown more impermeable to general international law or the 
collective security system. It is also because their political project has been seen as 
encompassing the defence of the interest of the general community that claims 
have been made that there are international organizations which should be enti-
tled to participate autonomously in the defence of the general interest.

The defence of the political project pursued by the organization has required 
that autonomy as institutional independence be defended with one voice and hence 
on the basis of a uniform concept of autonomy. In that sense, the different agendas 
supporting the idea of autonomy as political independence, on the one hand, and 
autonomy as institutional independence, on the other, may seem to bear much 
resemblance with each other, thereby justifying a uniform concept of autonomy. 
However, it must be made clear here that the motives for defending the ability of 
the organization to pursue its own political project differ from motives which justify 
the defence of the autonomy as political independence. In the discourse of interna-
tional legal scholars, the ambition of those defending institutional independence is 
not to limit a state’s influence on the international plane through international 
institutional law. The ambition of those who place institutional independence at 
the heart of any international institutional regime is the protection of the political 
project of the organization which is seen as just as worthy as those of states. Such a 
posture does not go as far as claiming that international organizations are equal 
subjects but rests on the assumption that their legal order – and the political project 
that underlies it – operate in a similar way to that of states.101

The different agendas that inform these two types of autonomy are thus slightly 
conflicting. On the one hand, international organizations are seen to deserve 
autonomy, for they tame the otherwise unbridled and self-interested behaviour of 
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states and necessarily pursue a lofty goal. On the other hand, they seem to deserve 
autonomy because they are not that different from states with whom they share a 
common appetite for self-preservation and privacy. This contradiction between 
the objectives sought under the banner of each type of autonomy, however, 
confirms the need for the distinction made in this chapter between autonomy as 
political independence and autonomy as institutional independence. It simultane-
ously reflects the hybrid character of the actors to which autonomy is supposed to 
benefit. Created by sovereign states from which they receive their powers, inextri-
cably dependent on their member states to function properly, whilst at the same 
time being a full member of, and acting within the international arena for the 
satisfaction of their interests and the achievement of their political projects, inter-
national organizations are composite and heterogeneous creatures.

Yet, and somewhat paradoxically, unearthing these two diverging agendas rein-
forces the image of homogeneity of each of the two above-mentioned dimensions 
of autonomy, thereby dissimulating their multifaceted character which we have 
tried to unravel in this chapter. Indeed, for this contradiction between these 
agendas – and the hybrid character of the international organizations which such 
a contradiction reflects – to be captured by international institutional law, each of 
the main dimensions of autonomy needs to be construed as one-dimensional. As a 
result, legal scholars cannot help carving autonomy in binary terms, without 
which this basic hybridity could not be translated. However, the multifaceted 
concept of autonomy, upon which this chapter has tried to shed some light, calls 
for a disentanglement of that binary conception of autonomy and the acknow-
ledgement that autonomy is too complex to be captured in such simplistic terms. 
The autonomy of international organizations should be seen as nothing more than 
a receptacle of all the inner contradictions of the political projects and institutional 
structures of international organizations, which rely as much upon the continued 
support of member states as they do upon the organization’s ability to distinguish 
itself from the broader international legal order.
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